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SUPERL ATIVE WINNER

The Joe Cool Award is awarded to 
a partner who keeps the team calm 

and steady. Someone that faces 
stress with ease and spreads that 

sense of peace to others. How you 
respond in a stressful situation 

sets you apart from the crowd, and 
these Partners are self-aware and 

accepting of challenges. Practicing 
patience without complacency.

About  This 
Superlative 

CODY O' ME AR A

Cody always stays cool as a cucumber no matter what challenges are thrown his way 
and as our one man IT department, there is a lot! Gadgets, desktops, systems, connec-
tivity, and department specific equipment all stay running thanks to Cody. When our 
network is down, the whole company comes to a hault so the pressure is on! It never 
makes Cody waiver though. He gets to work and always with a smile. 

Cody is well known for his patience, poise, focus, quick decision making, and prob-
lem solving. He always goes above and beyond to help his partners, often coming in 
on his days off so he doesn't leave anyone hanging. Cody has established a whole new 
level of expectation of how polite and responsive IT can be!

He also received votes for Communication and Partner of the Year:

“ I STRONGLY feel there are not many people as dedicated as Cody is! He never com-
plains (at least to any of us), always has a smile for everyone no matter how many 
times he is coming to fix our problems. He is a wonderful person and should be recog-
nized for all he does.” - Anonymous

“He's always there when you need him and sometimes it probably seems like we all 
need him at once. I love his quiet confidence and his calm, cool demeanor (like his 
Mom)” - Anonymous


